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Abstract

This article summarizes neural models of how invariant object categories are learned under conditions where eye movements scan a scene, and of how list categories, or chunks, are learned in response to sequences, or lists, of events that are temporarily stored in working memory. During both kinds of learning, distributed information is compressed into compact groups of cells that can selectively respond to this information. Adaptive Resonance Theory models describe these learning processes and enable, in a limiting case, winner-take-all grandmother cells to be learned, even in one trial, and rapidly activated during recall trials by bottom-up direct access. A wide range of more distributed perceptual and cognitive representations, operating on multiple spatial scales, may be needed, and the degree of compression can vary with the amount of contextual evidence. A distributed network of multiple categories may represent an object or event. Such a network is called a grandmother cohort.
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1. From grandmother cells to multiple-scale brain compression dynamics

Wikipedia defines a grandmother cell as follows: “The grandmother cell is a hypothetical neuron that represents a complex but specific concept or object. It activates when a person ‘sees, hears, or otherwise sensibly discriminates’ a specific entity, such as his or her grandmother.” A grandmother cell is thus a specific kind of recognition category. This article summarizes two kinds of brain processes wherein category learning, and thus information compression, occur. The first kind emphasizes spatial processing, since it involves the learning of invariant object categories. The second kind emphasizes temporal processing, since it involves the learning of sequence categories, or list chunks, of sequences of events that are temporarily stored in a short-term working memory. An invariant object category can be activated when a given object is seen on the retina at multiple views, positions, and sizes. A list chunk can be activated when a given sequence, whether linguistic, spatial, or motor, is stored in working memory. Such a list chunk can, for example, in the case of linguistic working memory represent a phoneme, syllable, or word; in the case of spatial working memory represent a sequence of target positions for eye, arm, or navigational movements; and in the case of motor working memory represent a motor skill such as a sequence of reaching or dance moves. All three types of working memory and list chunking networks are predicted to be realized by similar network designs; see Section 6.6.

In all these cases, even though the learned categories compress distributed information of various kinds, thereby illustrating “localist” representations, the information that they are compressing, and the control dynamics that regulate the learning processes, often involve information that is distributed across multiple scales across an entire neural system. Because these learning processes use information that is distributed across multiple spatial scales, a compressive event, even when the limiting case of a “grandmother” cell may exist, is only a small part of the dynamics whereby learning, recognition, and prediction occur. It should, however, be emphasized that, even across all of these scales, “local” mechanisms are at work, meaning mechanisms that use only information that is locally available at the location in the network where the computation takes place. Despite the physical necessity of such a constraint, it is not realized in many probabilistic, notably Bayesian, theories wherein non-local computations are explicitly or implicitly assumed, and thus are not physically plausible.

2. Adaptive Resonance Theory: The CLEARS Processes

These localist models are part of Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART, which is celebrating its 40th anniversary this year (Grossberg, 1976a, 1976b, 1978a, 1980). ART clarifies how humans are able to rapidly learn enormous amounts of new information, on their own, throughout life, without being forced to just as rapidly forget what they already know. When such unselective forgetting does occur, it is often called catastrophic forgetting, or alternatively, catastrophic interference.

Grossberg (1980) has called the problem whereby the brain learns quickly and stably without catastrophically forgetting its past knowledge the stability-plasticity dilemma. ART proposes how the stability-plasticity dilemma may be solved, and hereby clarifies how humans can stably accumulate memories over a lifetime that cohere into an emerging self. ART has been incrementally developed into a cognitive and neural theory of how the brain autonomously learns to attend, recognize, and predict objects and events in a changing world, without experiencing catastrophic forgetting. At present, ART currently has the broadest explanatory and predictive range of available cognitive and neural theories. Grossberg (2013a, 2016b) provide heuristic...
reviews of many ART design principles, neural mechanisms, and interdisciplinary data explanations. Here only the minimal amount of background will be provided to make our main points.

To solve the stability-plasticity dilemma, ART specifies mechanistic links between brain processes of Consciousness, Learning, Expectation, Attention, Resonance, and Synchrony, and proposes how these processes are related to one another in specific ways that psychological and neurobiological data have supported. These CLEARS mechanisms clarify how many animals become intentional beings who pay attention to salient objects, why "all conscious states are resonant states", and how brains can learn both many-to-one maps (representations whereby many object views, positions, and sizes all activate the same invariant object category) and one-to-many maps (representations that enable us to expertly know many things about individual objects and events).

**Figure 1.** ART Matching Rule. Bottom-up inputs can activate their target featural cells, other things being equal. A top-down expectation, by itself, can only modulate, prime, or sensitize cells in its excitatory on-center (green pathways with hemicircular adaptive synapses) because of the wider off-surround (red pathways) that tends to balance the top-down excitation ("one-against-one") within the on-center, while causing driving inhibition in the off-surround. When bottom-up inputs and a top-down expectation are both active, only cells where bottom-up excitaton and the top-down excitatory prime converge in the on-center can fire, while other featural cells are inhibited ("two-against-one").

ART accomplishes these properties by proposing how learned recognition categories read-out learned expectations that focus attention via top-down, modulatory on-center, off-surround networks of cells that obey the membrane equations of neurophysiology, also called shunting laws (Figure 1). Such a top-down expectation supports a matching process, called the ART Matching Rule, which can focus attention on learned combinations of cues, called critical feature patterns. Critical feature patterns are the features that enable categories and expectations to successfully predict the objects and events that they represent. This on-center off-surround form of the ART Matching Rule realizes a kind of self-normalizing "biased competition" that has helped to explain several different kinds of data (e.g., Bhatt, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 2007; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987, 1991; Desimone, 1998; Grossberg, 2013a; Reynolds and Heeger, 2009).

ART explains how such top-down attentive matching may help to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma as follows: when a good enough match occurs between a bottom-up input pattern and a
top-down expectation, a synchronous resonant state emerges that embodies an attentional focus. Such a resonance is capable of driving fast learning that incorporates the attended critical feature pattern into bottom-up recognition categories and top-down expectations—hence the name adaptive resonance—while suppressing outliers that could have caused catastrophic forgetting.

3. Three types of attention: Prototype, surface, and boundary attention
The above type of object attention is also called prototype attention because a critical feature pattern represents the prototype that is learned from the multiple sets of features that can activate that object category. ART also mechanistically describes two other kinds of attention: boundary attention and surface attention. When spatial attention focuses on an object boundary, it can flow along that boundary, even if it is defined by an illusory contour, as reported in neurophysiological experiments by Roelfsema, Lamme, and Spekreijse (1998) and Wanning, Stanisor, and Roelfsema (2011), and simulated using the LAMINART laminar cortical model of perceptual grouping and attention (Grossberg and Raizada, 2000). In addition, when spatial attention focuses on part of an object surface, surface attention can flow from one part of the surface to another via a process of surface filling-in (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Fazl, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 2009; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988). This kind of surface attention, which is computed within the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) of the dorsal Where/How cortical processing stream (Goodale and Milner, 1992), will be shown in Section 5.2 to play an important role in modulating the learning of invariant object categories within the inferotemporal cortex (IT) of the ventral What cortical processing stream (Mishkin, 1982; Mishkin, Ungerleider, and Macko, 1983).

Such an invariant object category embodies properties of a grandmother cell in the sense that it is selectively activated by a specific object in the world. Many possible views, positions, or sizes of this object on the retina may activate the same invariant object category; hence, its "invariance". A number of classical concepts defined grandmother cells in terms of cells that exhibit various invariant properties (e.g., Barlow, 1972; Gross, 2002; Konoski, 1967). An invariant object category is not as specific as cells that may respond, say, to just one of several possible views of the object. As noted in Section 5, cells at an earlier stage of cortical processing may respond more selectively to a particular object view at a particular retinal position. Such view-specific cells have also been found in the inferotemporal cortex (e.g., Desimone et al., 1984; Perrett et al., 1985, 1992), whereas cells with more invariant response properties have been found in other areas of inferotemporal cortex (e.g., Booth and Rolls, 1998; Logothetis, Pauls, and Poggio, 1995). Thus, in considering the concept of "grandmother cell", it is important to note, in addition to the selectivity of cell response, whether that selectivity is elicited by a specific object with a particular view or position in space relative to the observer, or to that object even if it is viewed under less restrictive conditions.

4. Linking prototype and surface attention, category learning, and recognition

4.1. Learning an invariant object category as the eyes freely scan a scene. The modulatory role for of spatial attention on invariant object category learning was discovered during the development of the family of ARTSCAN models, whose culmination, at least to the present, is the 3D ARTSCAN Search model (Chang, Grossberg, and Cao, 2014; Grossberg, Srinivasan, and Yazdanbakhsh, 2014); see Figure 2. 3D ARTSCAN Search proposes solutions to basic problems that confront a human or other primate as it learns to recognize objects in a 3D scene while freely scanning the scene with eye movements. One such problem is that, as our eyes scan a scene, two
Figure 2. ARTSCAN Search model macrocircuit. A surface-shroud resonance between an object surface representation within cortical areas V2/V4 and a form-fitting attentional shroud in a spatial attention region of posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is predicted to initiate a conscious visual percept of surface qualia. This circuit (a) can learn invariant object categories in cortical area ITa using Where-to-What modulation of category learning from the active shroud in PPC,
and (b) can search for a valued goal object using What-to-Where interactions. See text for details. [Reprinted with permission from Chang, Grossberg, and Cao (2014).]

successive eye movements may focus on different parts of the same object or on different objects. How does the brain avoid learning to erroneously classify views of different objects together, without an external teacher? One cannot say that the brain does this by knowing that some views belong together whereas others do not, because this can happen even before the brain has a concept of what the object is.

In fact, such scanning eye movements may be used to learn the object concept in the first place. For this to be possible, successive eye movements need to foveate different views of the same object, and not just randomly jump from location to location in the scene. Scanning eye movements do seem to prefer looking at different parts of the same object before jumping to focus on a different object (Theeuwes, Mathot, and Kingstone, 2010), and the current theory proposes how this happens as part of the way in which surface attention works. Many other paradoxical data may also be explained by these concepts, including how spatial attention can increase the perceived brightness of a surface (Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar and Eckstein, 2000; Reynolds and Desimone, 2003), how predictive remapping of eye position occurs (Duhamel, Colby, and Goldberg, 1992; Gottlieb, Kusunoki, and Goldberg, 1998; Melcher, 2007), and what sort of category invariance can be learned (Grossberg, Markowitz, and Cao, 2011; Zoccolan et al., 2007), all of them providing accumulating evidence in support of model hypotheses.

The ARTSCAN models show how these properties may be accomplished by introducing the concept of a surface-shroud resonance (Grossberg, 2009; Fazl, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 2009), which the model proposes to be the mechanism whereby the brain maintains sustained spatial attention upon the surface of an object that is being learned. A surface-shroud resonance explains how the brain can learn to associate multiple views of the same object, and only that object, with an emerging invariant object category, without an external teacher, as the eyes scan a scene. Such a surface-shroud resonance is an example of a distributed representation, albeit one that is realized by local neuronal mechanisms.

4.2. Surface-shroud resonances triggered between V4 and PPC. Several perceptual and cognitive scientists have reported that spatial attention can fit itself to the shape of an attended object. The term attentional shroud for such a form-fitting distribution of spatial attention was introduced by Tyler and Kontsevich (1995). Grossberg (2009) predicted that, in addition to possible roles for spatial attention in visual perception, an active shroud in cortical area PPC that focuses sustained spatial attention upon an object surface in cortical area V4 also regulates the learning of invariant recognition categories in anterior inferotemporal cortex (ITa), among other cortical areas.

An attentional shroud can form when bottom-up topographic excitatory signals from an active surface representation in V4 compete in PPC for spatial attention, while activated cells in PPC also send top-down topographic excitatory signals back to V4. Taken together, these signals form a recurrent on-center off-surround network that is capable of contrast-enhancing and normalizing its activities (Grossberg, 1973, 1980). This recurrent exchange of excitatory signals, combined with competitive inhibitory signals, helps to choose a winning focus of spatial attention in PPC that configures itself to the shape of the attended object surface in V4. The resulting surface-shroud resonance sustains spatial attention upon the selected object surface. Once triggered, a surface-shroud resonance can propagate top-down to earlier cortical areas such as V1 and V2, and bottom-up to higher cortical areas such as prefrontal cortex, or PFC. Another
important property of a surface-shroud resonance is that it is predicted to support conscious visual percepts (Grossberg, 2016b). Thus, a surface-shroud resonance supports paying spatial attention to consciously visible surface qualia.

4.3. Why do not all occluders look transparent? Recognition vs. seeing. Why is such a surface-shroud resonance assumed to be triggered between V4 and PPC? Many theoretical and experimental results are consistent with this hypothesis. In particular, the FACADE and 3D LAMINART models have explained and predicted interdisciplinary data about many visual percepts using mechanisms that realize the assumption that cortical areas V2 and V4 resolve a basic design tension between recognition and seeing that prevents all occluding objects from looking transparent (Grossberg, 1994, 1997).

In particular, V4 is predicted to be the cortical region where figure-ground-separated 3D surface representations of unoccluded opaque object regions are completed and seen, and where percepts of 3D transparent surfaces are seen, whereas V2 is the cortical region where the completed object boundaries and surfaces of both occluding and occluded object regions may be amodally recognized (e.g., Cao and Grossberg, 2005, 2012; Fang and Grossberg, 2009; Grossberg, 1994, 1997; Grossberg, Kuhlmann, and Mingolla, 2007; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000; Leveille, Versace, and Grossberg, 2010). Many neurophysiological data about V2 and V4 are also consistent with this hypothesis. See Grossberg (2016a, 2016b) for reviews. Thus, a surface-shroud resonance is triggered between V4 and PPC because V4 is predicted to be the cortical stage at which visible figure-ground-separated 3D surface representations are computed.

Before reviewing how a surface-shroud resonance is proposed to modulate the learning of invariant object categories, more information is needed about how ART can learn recognition categories. From the perspective of ARTSCAN, these ART recognition categories are view- and position-selective categories that are learned in posterior inferotemporal cortex (ITp). The additional machinery of ARTSCAN is needed to show how learning can link several such ART categories in ITp to an invariant object recognition category in ITa, and conversely, while eye movements freely scan a scene. Although these individual object categories in ITp and ITa individually compress important information about the object, a distributed network of categories across IT, as well as other brain regions, is needed to fully represent the object. Such a network is called a grandmother cohort.

4.4. Feature-category resonances support category learning and recognition. The original development of the ART model proposed how such specific recognition categories are learned. This learning and recognition process is supported by feature-category resonances; that is, by resonances that coherently bind distributed patterns of critical feature patterns into recognition categories. Evidence in support of this kind of category learning and recognition has accumulated from modeling studies of such varied processes as texture segregation (Bhatt, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 2007); visual scene recognition (Grossberg and Huang, 2009); contextual search of visual scenes (Huang and Grossberg, 2010); learning of view-, position-, and size-invariant inferotemporal recognition categories, and recoding of inferotemporal categories during target swapping (Cao, Grossberg, and Markowitz, 2011); gamma and beta oscillations during top-down matches and mismatches (Grossberg, 2013a; Grossberg and Versace, 2008); learning of concrete or abstract recognition categories under variable vigilance (Amis, Carpenter, Ersoy, and Grossberg, 2009; Grossberg, Markowitz, and Cao, 2011); fast visual attention switching during the recognition of letter or number targets during rapid serial
visual presentations (Grossberg and Stone, 1986a); recognition and recall of visually presented words (Grossberg and Stone, 1986b); and recognition and recall of auditorily presented words (Boardman, Grossberg, Myers, and Cohen, 1999; Grossberg, Boardman, and Cohen, 1997; Grossberg and Kazerounian, 2011, 2016; Grossberg and Myers, 2000; Kazerounian and Grossberg, 2014). The mathematical laws for top-down prototype attention obeying the ART Matching Rule derived from studies of this type (e.g., Bhatt, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 2007), are also supported by studies by other authors, notably Reynolds and Heeger (2009) in their “normalization model of attention”.

How such ART recognition categories are learned is proposed to occur as follows. When a bottom-up input pattern is received at feature processing level, it can activate its target cells, if nothing else is happening. The activated cells send bottom-up signals through an adaptive filter to a category processing level. The category cells compete via a contrast-enhancing and normalizing recurrent on-center off-surround network. The chosen category can, in turn, send a top-down expectation back to the feature level. When the top-down expectation pattern is received at the feature level, it provide excitatory modulatory, or priming, signals to feature cells in its on-center, and driving inhibitory signals to feature cells in its off-surround via the ART Matching Rule. The on-center is modulatory because the off-surround also inhibits the on-center cells (Figure 1), and these excitatory and inhibitory inputs are approximately balanced (“one-against-one”). When both a bottom-up input pattern and a top-down expectation are both active, feature cells that receive both bottom-up excitatory inputs and top-down excitatory priming signals can fire (“two-against-one”), while all other cells are inhibited. In this way, only cells can fire whose features are “expected” by the top-down expectation, and an attentional focus starts to form at these cells.

4.5. ART hypothesis testing and learning of a predictive recognition category. ART builds upon these bottom-up category selection and top-down expectation matching processes to search for, and learn, new recognition categories using cycles of resonance and reset. A new recognition category is said to form when no previous category is activated in response to a particular input pattern, and the search process leads to previously uncommitted cells with which to represent the input pattern.

Figure 3 schematizes how the ART hypothesis testing and learning cycle is proposed to occur in the simplest two-level network. Figure 3a shows that an input pattern I is transformed across feature detectors at the feature level $F_1$ into an activity pattern $X$, while its inputs activate the orienting system $A$ with a gain $\rho$ that is called vigilance. Active feature detectors in $X$ inhibit $A$ while they generate a bottom-up output pattern $S$. $S$ is multiplied by learned adaptive weights within the bottom-up adaptive filter to form the input pattern $T$ that activates the category level $F_2$. At $F_2$, the category cells compete to pick a winning category $Y$. This competition is realized by a recurrent on-center off-surround network that contrast-enhances and normalizes its inputs patterns. This contrast-enhancing process compresses the input pattern into a category choice. In the case of maximal compression, a winner-take-all choice is made for which only the cell population that received the biggest total input survives the competition. Such a choice is a kind of “grandmother cell”.

Figure 3b shows that the chosen category $Y$ generates top-down signals $U$ that are multiplied by adaptive weights to form the prototype $V$. Prototype $V$ encodes the learned expectation of the active $F_2$ category. The prototype signals are positive at the critical features that are also used to choose $Y$ via the bottom-up filter. Expectation $V$ is matched at $F_1$ with the bottom-up input pattern $I$ using the ART Matching Rule. If $V$ mismatches $I$ at $F_1$, then a subset of
the STM activity pattern $X$, which is denoted by $X^*$ (the hatched pattern), survives the matching process at $F_1$. The subset pattern $X^*$ is active at cells whose input features $I$ are confirmed by $V$, while mismatched features (white area) are inhibited by the off-surround.

When $X$ changes to $X^*$, total inhibition decreases from $F_1$ to $A$. Figure 3c shows that, if inhibition decreases sufficiently to satisfy the vigilance parameter $\rho$ (that is, there is not enough inhibition from $X^*$ to overcome the excitation by $I$), then $A$ releases a nonspecific arousal burst to $F_1$; that is, “novel events are arousing”. Arousal resets $F_2$ by inhibiting the currently active category $Y$. Intuitively, if the expectation that is read out by $Y$ is disconfirmed by the currently active input, then $Y$ is inhibited and a search for a better-matching category is instated.

Figure 3d shows that, after $Y$ is inhibited, $X$ is disinhibited, and thus reinstated. The inhibited category $Y$ then stays inhibited as $X$ activates a different category $Y^*$. Search for a new $F_2$ category continues until a better matching or novel category is selected. When search ends, an attentive feature-category resonance triggers fast learning of the attended data in the adaptive weights within both the bottom-up adaptive filter and the top-down expectation.

It is because a feature-category resonance can trigger fast learning of the attended, or matched, feature pattern, that the name *adaptive* resonance theory is used. Resonance can only occur if the bottom-up and top-down patterns are sufficiently well matched. In order for a top-down expectation of a totally new recognition category to match the features that activate it, all
its top-down adaptive weights initially have large values, so that it can match any feature pattern. These adaptive weights are pruned as learning proceeds, leading to the selection of an attended critical feature pattern across learning trials with that category.

It has been mathematically proved that this kind of match learning within an ART model can solve the stability-plasticity dilemma by enabling the learning of stable categories which code arbitrary sequences of events presented in any order; e.g., Carpenter and Grossberg (1987, 1991). This kind of category learning goes on within the attentional system of ART.

ART shows how memory search overcomes a potentially devastating defect of match learning: If learning can occur only if there is a sufficiently good match, then how is anything really novel ever learned? Here is where the complementary properties of attentional matching and orienting search are crucial. As noted above, a sufficiently bad mismatch in the attentional system between an active top-down expectation and a bottom-up input, say because the input represents an unfamiliar experience, can drive a memory search that activates the complementary orienting system, which is sensitive to unexpected and unfamiliar events.

Output signals from the orienting system rapidly reset the recognition category that has been reading out the poorly matching top-down expectation. The cause of the mismatch is hereby removed, thereby freeing the system to activate a different recognition category. As noted in Figure 3d, such a reset event triggers memory search, or hypothesis testing, which automatically leads to the selection of a recognition category that can better match the input. If no such recognition category exists, say because the bottom-up input represents a truly novel experience, then the search process automatically activates an as yet uncommitted population of cells with which to learn to categorize the novel information.

When such a new recognition category is first chosen, how does its top-down expectation match the novel input pattern that it codes? If this did not happen, then the top-down expectation could mismatch the novel input pattern, thereby triggering a search, and preventing the system from ever settling down to learn a new category. This is prevented by choosing all the top-down adaptive weights to initially have large values, so that an expectation can match any feature pattern on its first learning trial. These adaptive weights are pruned as learning proceeds to match the input patterns that the category learns to code, thereby leading to learning of an attended critical feature pattern.

When a top-down expectation mismatches a bottom-up input pattern, how many categories need to be searched to find a known category, or uncommitted population of cells, with which to match and learn the input pattern? The first reply is that the search is selective, not exhaustive. It only selects category cells whose top-down expectations are as close to the input pattern as possible. In particular, when an input pattern is presented to the system, it may mismatch an active top-down expectation just because of what the system was previously processing. Then the next category to be activated will be the one that best matches the new input pattern, if the input pattern is familiar. The second reply is that system parameters can be chosen to create very fast searches, with few if any additional mismatches, by biasing the search to choose uncommitted cells right after a mismatch occurs (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987, Section 25).

ART suggests that the orienting system includes the nonspecific thalamus and the hippocampal system. Carpenter and Grossberg (1993) and Grossberg and Versace (2008) summarize psychological, psychophysiological, and neurophysiological data that support this prediction.

4.6. Memory consolidation and fast bottom-up recognition of the best category. As sequences of inputs are practiced over learning trials, the search process eventually converges
upon stable categories. This is a form of dynamically-regulated memory consolidation. Carpenter and Grossberg (1993) and Franklin and Grossberg (2016) describe how ablations of the hippocampal system, which is part of the orienting system, can lead to learning and memory problems that are found in ablated animals and patients with medial temporal amnesia.

During category learning in normal individuals, it has been mathematically proved (e.g., Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987) that familiar inputs directly access the category whose prototype provides the globally best match, without undergoing any search, while unfamiliar inputs may continue to activate the orienting system to trigger memory searches for better categories until they too become familiar. In other words, ART provides a solution of both the catastrophic forgetting problem and the local minimum problem that various other algorithms, such as back propagation (Baldi and Hornik, 1989; Gori and Tessi, 1992), do not solve. This process of search and category learning continues until the memory capacity, which can be chosen arbitrarily large, is fully utilized.

The direct one-pass bottom-up access to familiar categories also clarifies data showing rapid one-shot classification of familiar scenes (Thorpe, Fize, and Marlot, 1996). In ART, once learning is complete, top-down expectations merely confirm the bottom-up choice, rather than requiring more search.

4.7. Concrete or general grandmother cells: Vigilance control. What combinations of features or other information are bound together into categories by the search and learning cycle in Figure 3? One critical factor is the gain control process, called vigilance control, which can be influenced by environmental feedback or internal volition (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987). Low vigilance permits the learning of general categories with abstract prototypes. High vigilance forces a memory search to occur for a new category when even small mismatches exist between an exemplar and the category that it activates. As a result, in the limit of high vigilance, the category prototype may encode the critical feature pattern of an individual exemplar. Significantly, either concrete or general categories can be learned using winner-take-all choices at the category level. Thus, one can learn either a concrete or general critical feature pattern with which to recognize a particular grandmother (Grandma Leitner!) or a general grandmother using such a process.

Vigilance is computed within the orienting system of an ART model (Figures 3b-3d). It is here that bottom-up excitation from all the active features in an input pattern I are compared with inhibition from all the active features in a distributed feature representation X or X* across F_i. If the ratio of the total activity across the active features in F_i (that is, the “matched” features) to the total activity due to all the features in I is less than the vigilance parameter \(\rho\) (Figure 3b), then a nonspecific reset wave is activated (Figure 3c) that can drive the search for another category with which to classify the exemplar.

In particular, let \(\rho\) multiply the bottom-up inputs I to the orienting system; that is, \(\rho\) is the gain of the inputs to the orienting system. The orienting system is activated when the total excitatory input \(\rho|I|\) is greater than the total inhibition \(|X^*|\) from the features X* across F_i that survive top-down matching; that is, when \(\rho|I| - |X^*| > 0\), where \(|\cdot|\) denotes the number of positive inputs or matched features. This inequality can be rewritten as \(\rho > |X^*||I|^{-1}\) to show that the orienting system is activated whenever \(\rho\) is chosen higher than the ratio of active X* matched features in F_i to total features in I. In other words, the vigilance parameter controls how bad a match will be tolerated before search for a new category is initiated. If the vigilance parameter is
low, then many exemplars can all influence the learning of a shared prototype, by chipping away at the features that are not shared with all the exemplars, thereby leading to learning of an abstract prototype whose critical features are shared among all the coded exemplars. If the vigilance parameter is high, then even a small difference between a new exemplar and a known prototype (e.g., F vs. E) can drive the search for a new category with which to represent F. In all of these cases, the system may be tuned, if desired, to make winner-take-all, and thus highly selective, category choices, thereby learning a kind of "grandmother cell". If the recurrent competition for activity at the category level is less severe, then distributed patterns of categories can be chosen to represent the system's input patterns.

4.8. Minimax learning via match tracking: Learning the most general predictive categories. One dynamical way to control vigilance is by match tracking (Carpenter et al., 1991, 1992). During match tracking, in response to a predictive error (e.g., the category that previously learned to code E is chosen and triggers an "E" prediction in response to the input pattern F), the vigilance parameter \( \rho \) increases just enough to trigger reset and search for a better-matching category. Match tracking gives up the minimum amount of generalization in the learned categories to search for a better-matching category. In other words, vigilance “tracks” the degree of match between input exemplar and matched prototype. Because match tracking increases vigilance by the minimum amount to trigger a reset and search for a new category, it realizes a Minimax Learning Rule that conjointly maximizes category generality while it minimizes predictive error. Match tracking thus uses the least memory resources that can correct errors in classification.

The baseline level of vigilance is initially set at the lowest level that has led to predictive success in the past, so that ART models try to learn the most general category that is consistent with the data. This tendency can, for example, lead to the type of overgeneralization that is seen in young children until further learning leads to category refinement. However, because vigilance can vary during match tracking in a manner that reflects current predictive success, recognition categories capable of encoding widely differing degrees of generalization or abstraction can be learned by a single ART system. Thus a single ART system may be used, say, to learn abstract prototypes with which to recognize abstract categories of faces, dogs, or grandmothers, as well as “exemplar prototypes” with which to recognize individual views of these objects, depending on task requirements.

4.9. Cholinergic modulation of category learning via nucleus basalis vigilance control. Finer details about how vigilance may be controlled have been proposed by the Synchronous Matching ART, or SMART, model (Grossberg and Versace, 2008). SMART predicts how vigilance may be altered by acetylcholine when the nucleus basalis of Meynert is activated via the nonspecific thalamus (Kraus et al., 1994; van Der Werf et al., 2002) which, in turn, is activated by corticothalamic mismatches with one or more specific thalamic nuclei (Figure 4).

In general, it is known that cholinergic modulation is an essential ingredient in cortical plasticity (e.g., Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998). Saar et al. (2001) have shown, in addition, that ACh release reduces the after-hyperpolarization (AHP) current and increases cell excitability in layer 5 cortical cells. In SMART, this increased layer 5 excitability due to predictive mismatch may cause reset via the layer 5-to-6′-to-4 circuit that realizes part of the ART Matching Rule (Figure 4), even in cases where top-down feedback may earlier have sufficiently matched bottom-up input, which is a key property of vigilance control. The increase of ACh hereby promotes search for finer recognition categories in response to environmental feedback, even when bottom-up and top-down signals have a pretty good match in the nonspecific thalamus.
Figure 4. The SMART model clarifies how laminar neocortical circuits in multiple cortical areas interact with specific and nonspecific thalamic nuclei to regulate learning on multiple organizational levels, ranging from spikes to cognitive dynamics. The thalamus is subdivided into specific first-order and second-order nuclei, nonspecific nucleus, and thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN). The first-order thalamic matrix cells (shown as an open ring) provide nonspecific excitatory priming to layer 1 in response to bottom-up input, priming layer 5 cells and allowing them to respond to layer 2/3 input. This allows layer 5 to close the intracortical loop and activate the pulvinar (PULV). V1 layer 4 receives inputs from two parallel bottom-up thalamocortical pathways: a direct LGN→4 excitatory input, and a 6'I→4 modulatory on-center, off-surround network that contrast-normalizes the pattern of layer 4 activation via the recurrent 4→2/3→5→6'I→4 loop. V1 activates the bottom-up V1→V2 corticocortical pathways from V1 layer 2/3 to V2 layers 6' and 4, as well as the bottom-up corticothalamocortical pathway from V1 layer 5 to the PULV, which projects to V2 layers 6'I and 4. In V2, as in V1, the layer 6'I→4 pathway provides divisive contrast normalization to V2 layer 4 cells. Corticocortical feedback from V2 layer 6'I reaches V1 layer 1, where it activates apical dendrites of layer 5 cells. Layer 5 cells, in turn, activate the modulatory 6'I→4 pathway in V1, which projects a V1 top-down expectation to the LGN. TRN cells of the two thalamic sectors are linked via gap junctions, which synchronize activation across the two thalamocortical sectors when processing bottom-up stimuli. The nonspecific thalamic nucleus receives convergent bottom-up excitatory input from specific thalamic nuclei and inhibition from the TRN, and projects to layer 1 of the laminar cortical circuit, where it regulates mismatch-activated reset and hypothesis testing in the cortical circuit. Corticocortical feedback connections from layer 6'I of the higher cortical area terminate in layer 1 of the lower cortical area, whereas corticothalamic feedback from layer 6'I terminates in its specific thalamus and on the TRN. This corticothalamic feedback is matched against bottom-up input in the specific thalamus. [Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and Versace (2008).]

based on similarity alone. Recent neurobiological experiments suggest that increased ACh (and
attention) may refine perceptual representations by adding specificity. Palma et al. (2012a, 2012b) review these experiments and simulate recurrent on-center off-surround networks composed of spiking shunting neurons to illustrate how ACh may modulate the transformation and STM storage of input patterns in a manner compatible with how vigilance control can explain these data.

In summary, recent variants of ART show how spiking neurons in laminar cortical circuits with identified neurons may learn concrete or general recognition categories via a cycle of attentional matching and orienting search that is regulated by cholinergically-modulated vigilance control. All of these categories are learned using localist representations that may, in the limit of strong contrast-enhancement by a category-selecting recurrent on-center off-surround network, encode their critical feature patterns using grandmother cells.

4.10. How distributed does a recognition category need to be? Can a single winner-take-all category code all the critical features that may be needed to control and predict all aspects of an object’s recognition during goal-oriented behaviors with it? In this regard, it should be noted that distributed ARTMAP shows how, during supervised learning, which is sensitive to the predictive success of a recognition category in generating a desired outcome, the ART learning cycle tries to discover the optimal degree of compression that is needed to categorize the predictively successful critical feature patterns that are hidden within the database that is currently being learned (Carpenter, 1997; Carpenter, Milenova, and Noeske, 1998). Various neurophysiological data suggest that recognition of a complex object, such as a face, may be distributed over a population of cells (Gross, 2008). Such a conclusion needs to be approached with caution for several reasons. First, laminar cortical models have illustrated how similar circuit designs, suitably specialized at different cortical levels, can carry out distinct category learning processes. Very simple categories can be learned in cortical area V1, including the orientationally- and positionally-selective simple and complex cells, which approximate grandmother cells (cf. Bowers, 2009).

How such cells can develop has been described in laminar cortical models of Grossberg and Seitz (2004) and Grossberg and Williamson (2001) using the same kinds of laminar ART, or LAMINART, circuits that may also be used for higher-order types of category learning. In addition, as this article reviews below, object recognition becomes increasingly invariant at successive processing stages in IT cortex and beyond, beginning with more view-, size-, and position-selective categories and progressing to increasingly view-, size, and position-invariant categories. Although, taken together, all of these cells represent a distributed categorical representation of the object category, each of them could, in principle, be coded by a compact sets of cells, albeit sets of cells that are sensitive to different object properties, much as Hasselmo et al. (1989) have observed in the case of face recognition that cells selective for facial expression tend to be located within the superior temporal sulcus, whereas cells selective for identity tend to be located on the inferior temporal gyrus. As noted above, such a distributed network of compressed categories with which to represent an object or event is herein called a grandmother cohort.

4.10. Bound states and resonant hierarchies of grandmother cohorts. The concept of a grandmother cell, or even a grandmother cohort, may lead one to mistakenly have a passive picture of categorization in mind. Such a viewpoint has a strong antidote when one remembers that even a grandmother cohort is part of bound states in resonant hierarchies that include multiple cortical regions.
This can most naturally be understood by noting that a basic kind of complementary ignorance occurs during category learning, and is overcome through adaptive resonance. When a feature pattern is activated at a level like $F_1$ (Figure 3), its individual features have no meaning for the same reason that individual pixels in a picture are meaningless. A picture become meaningful only through spatial context to which its individual pixels belong. The same is true for features at a level like $F_1$. A recognition category that is selectively activated at a level like $F_2$ provides such a context, but there is no information at this level about what features are represented by the category. When levels $F_1$ and $F_2$ resonate due to mutual positive feedback, the attended features at $F_1$ are coherently bound together by the top-down expectation that is read out by the active category at $F_2$. The attended pattern of features at $F_1$, in turn, maintains activation of the recognition category at $F_2$ via the bottom-up adaptive filter. The resonance hereby becomes a coherent and synchronous bound state that carries information about both what category is active and what features are represented by it. Without such a resonant bound state, even a category as unambiguous as a grandmother cell cannot, by itself, answer the question: What do I represent? In addition to such bound states between individual categories and their distributed features, the SMART model (Grossberg and Versace, 2008) proposes how hierarchies of cortical areas may synchronize and thereby bind together complex grandmother cohorts with the critical feature patterns that embody what they represent.

5. Learning of Invariant Object Categories using Where-to-What stream interactions

5.1. From view-specific to view-invariant category learning. The discussion about ART above considered only one form of object attention (Posner, 1980), the kind that focuses attention upon the critical feature pattern of a view- and position-specific category prototype. In order to explain how invariant category learning occurs, ARTSCAN proposes how this kind of object attention in the What cortical stream, which I call prototype attention (Section 3), interacts with a particular form of spatial attention (Duncan, 1984) in the Where/How cortical stream, which I call surface attention, to learn invariant object categories during free viewing of a scene with eye movements. The ART dynamics schematized in Figure 3 learn the view- and position-specific categories that are bound together through the kind of coordination shown in Figure 2 into view- and position-invariant object categories, where the degree of position-invariance is limited by the cortical magnification factor and the multiple spatial scales that underlie it (Grossberg, Markowitz, and Cao, 2011).

This binding process begins when a view-specific category of a novel object is learned. As the eyes move around an object surface, multiple view-specific categories are learned of the object, say in ITp, and are associated with the emerging invariant object category that forms, say in ITa (see Figure 2). When all of these categories have been learned, the object will be represented by a distributed network of categories each of which is itself represented by a compact set of cells; that is, by a grandmother cohort.

Imagine that the first view-specific category to be activated in ITp also activates some cells in ITa that will become the view-invariant category via associative learning with multiple view-specific categories. As the perceived view of the object changes sufficiently due to its relative motion with respect to the observer, this view-specific category will be reset to enable the next view-specific category to be activated and learned. When the first view-specific category is reset, the input from ITp to ITa that initially activated the emerging view-invariant category is removed. How does the brain prevent the invariant object category from also being inhibited at this time, if only due to the collapse of its original source of activation? How does the brain
maintain activity of the active ITa cells while they are associated with multiple view-specific categories of a single object, so that the ITa cells can learn to become a view-invariant category with which to represent this object?

5.2. **Attentional shroud inhibits invariant object category reset during object search.** As noted in Section 4.2, a surface-shroud resonance achieves shroud persistence using positive feedback signals between the attended surface representation in V4 and the shroud’s surface-fitting spatial attention in PPC, combined with competitive interactions across PPC. The winning shroud can hereby focus and sustain spatial attention upon the object to be learned. The active shroud protects the view-invariant category from getting reset, even while view-specific categories are reset, by inhibiting the reset mechanism while spatial attention is focused on the object, via the inhibitory connections from Spatial Attention to Category Reset in Figure 2. fMRI data support the hypothesis that the reset mechanism is found in the parietal cortex, as is the attentional shroud, as noted below.

Figure 2 illustrates how an active surface-shroud resonance also supports several other processes: As it maintains inhibition of the reset mechanism while attention remains focused on the object surface, it generates a sequence of saccadic eye movement targets to explore the attended surface (see Salient Features and Target Position stages in the model circuit), and it uses corollary discharges from these target position commands to predictively update gain fields that maintain the stability of the shroud in head-centered coordinates as the eyes move. As will be discussed in greater detail below, all of these processes involve distributed cortical representations that are computed using localist laws.

When spatial attention shifts from an object, its shroud collapses, thereby disinhibiting the Category Reset stage in PPC. A transient burst of inhibition is then released that resets the active invariant object category in ITa. The collapse of the shroud enables the eyes to move to another surface, whereupon new view-specific and view-invariant object categories can be learned because the previously active invariant category has also been inhibited. The cycle can then repeat itself.

5.3. **Human and monkey data support shroud reset properties: A further test.** Chiu and Yantis (2009) used rapid event-related MRI in humans to provide strong evidence for the ARTSCAN prediction of how a surface-shroud resonance in the Where/How stream protects an emerging view-invariant category from being prematurely reset in the What stream. These authors found that a shift of spatial attention evokes a transient domain-independent signal in the medial superior parietal lobule that corresponding to a shift in categorization rules. In ARTSCAN, collapse of an attentional shroud (spatial attention shift) disinhibits the parietal reset mechanism (transient signal) that leads to inhibition of the active invariant object category and instatement of a new one (shift in categorization rules). The transient signal is “domain-independent” because the parietal reset mechanism can be inhibited by spatial attention to any object, and can reset any active invariant category when it is disinhibited. These data illustrate the fact that both sustained (shroud) and transient (reset) mechanisms in parietal cortex are used to control how spatial attention focuses on objects and switches between them, again illustrating how cortical representations may be spatially distributed even though they obey localist laws.

Cao, Grossberg, and Markowitz (2011) have developed the positional ARTSCAN, or pARTSCAN, extension of the ARTSCAN model to explain how both view- and position-invariant categories can be learned, and have used this extended model to simulate neurophysiological data of Li and DiCarlo (2008; see also Li and DiCarlo, 2010) which shows that features from different objects can be merged within invariant IT categories when monkeys
are presented with an object that is swapped with another object during an eye movement to foveate the original object. Why does not such a merging of features across objects lead to catastrophic forgetting of all learned invariant recognition categories? pARTSCAN simulates the swapping data by showing how the swapping procedure occurs without activating the reset mechanism by instating the swap before the animal can shift its spatial attention.

The Li and DiCarlo (2006) and Chiu and Yantis (2009) experimental paradigms may be combined to test more fully how spatial attention may modulate the learning of invariant object categories. The prediction is that there would not be a transient parietal burst under the usual target swapping conditions, hence features from different objects could be merged through learning. However, as the delay between the initial target and the swap is increased, a reset should occur at a sufficiently long inter-stimulus interval. When that happens, the learning of merged categories should be either completely prevented, or at least significantly attenuated.

5.4. Predictive remapping by gain fields maintains shroud stability as the eyes move. When an eye movement occurs on an object surface, why does not the shroud shift so much that it is spuriously reset? ARTSCAN proposes that this is accomplished by computing shrouds in head-centered coordinates that do not move when the eyes move. This is proposed to occur by transforming surface representations, which are computed in retinotopic coordinates, into head-centered coordinates. The gain field signals that update a head-centered shroud are assumed to occur very quickly, even before an eye movement is complete, to preserve the shroud’s head-centered representation.

This rapid coordinate change is achieved by predictive remapping. Predictive remapping has been used to interpret neurophysiological data about how parietal representations are updated by intended eye movements (Duhamel et al., 1992; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Mathot and Theeuwes, 2010a; Melcher, 2007, 2008, 2009; Saygin and Sereno, 2008; Sommer and Wurtz, 2006; Tolias et al., 2001; Umeno and Goldberg, 1997). As noted above, predictive remapping is often explained as being achieved by gain fields (Andersen, Essick, and Siegel, 1985, 1987; Andersen and Mountcastle, 1983; Deneve and Pouget, 2003; Fazl, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 2009; Gancarz and Grossberg, 1999; Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1986; Pouget, Dayan, and Zemel, 2003); see LIP in Figure 2. Gain fields are populations of cells that are activated by outflow eye movement signals and used to transform retinotopic coordinates into head-centered coordinates.

Conscious visual percepts shift with the positions foveated by the eyes, and are thus computed in retinotopic coordinates. Shrouds, in contrast, are computed in head-centered coordinates. Data of Burr and Morrone (2011) illustrates this subtlety, while also supporting the above conclusion that an attentional shroud is computed in spatial coordinates: “We firstly report recent evidence from imaging studies in humans showing that many brain regions are tuned in spatiotopic coordinates, but only for items that are actively attended.” The coexistence of both retinotopic and head-centered representations of object information illustrates yet another sense in which object representations can be distributed, yet defined by localist laws.

5.5. Synchronous resonances for seeing and knowing. When we consciously see a familiar object, we also typically know what it is. ART proposes that these two kinds of awareness are due to different kinds of resonances, with conscious seeing supported by surface-shroud resonances, and knowing what is seen is supported by visual feature-category resonances (Section 4.4). ART proposes that both surface-shroud resonances and feature-category resonances interact with shared visual cortical areas, such as V4. Because of this shared featural interface, both kinds of resonances can synchronize with each other, often with gamma oscillations (Fries, 2009; Grossberg and Versace, 2008). Surface-shroud resonances include...
Where/How stream regions such as PPC, whereas feature-category resonances include What stream regions such as IT. Thus, when we know what we see, a resonance may synchronously bind What stream recognition categories with Where/How stream spatial attentional resources, all converging on visual surface representations that can support conscious qualia. This is yet another kind of distributed representation of an object, whose various processes again obey localist laws and whose categories together form a grandmother cohort.

The above discussion also illustrates how, even when winner-take-all categories exist at multiple levels of a recognition hierarchy, widespread distributed representations in multiple brain regions, and across complementary cortical processing streams, interact to enable these categories to be rapidly learned and stably remembered.

Figure 5. (left panel) Elaboration of the ARTWORD model macrocircuit. Interactions among three speech processing levels are capable of working memory storage, chunking, and performance of word sequences. Each level consists of an Item-Order-Rank working memory. The second and third levels are, in addition, multiple-scale Masking Fields that enable selection and storage of sequences of variable length. All the levels are connected by ART bottom-up adaptive filters and top-down learned expectations and their attentional focusing capabilities. In addition, these bottom-up and top-down pathways experience activity-dependent habituation. The first level stores sequences of item chunks. Its inputs to the second level enable that level to store list chunks of item chunks. The inputs from the second level to the third level enable it to store list chunks of list chunks, in particular sequences of words. (right panel) cARTWORD model circuit. cARTWORD includes a hierarchy of two cortical processing levels that model different cortical regions. Each level is organized into laminar cortical circuits that share a
similar laminar organization. Cells in both levels are organized into layers 5/6, 4, and 2/3 with a
similar distribution of inter-laminar connections. In both levels, deep layers (6 and 4) are
responsible for processing and storing inputs via feedback signals between them. Superficial
layers (2/3) respond to signals from layer 4 to categorize, or chunk, distributed patterns across
these deeper layers into unitized representations. The first level processes acoustic features and
item chunks. The second level stores sequences of acoustic items in an Item-and-Order working
memory. The stored sequences send signals via a bottom-up adaptive filter to a Masking Field
that chooses the list chunks that best represent the current stored sequence of item chunks. The
multiple-scale, self-similar, and shunting on-center off-surround network of the Masking Field
enables its list chunks to selectively represent sequences (e.g., words) of multiple lengths. Top-
down connections exist both within and between levels. Intra-level connections enable item
chunks in layer 2/3 of the first level to send top-down attentional matching signals to their
distributed features in layer 5/6, and list chunks in layer 2/3 of the second level to send top-down
signals to their working memory item chunks in layer 5/6. Both types of signals can modulate,
but not fire, their target cells when acting alone. Inter-level top-down signals are the ones that
can trigger resonance. They occur from list chunks in layer 2/3 of the second level to a basal
ganglia gate (triangle), and from stored item chunks in layer 5/6 of the second level to the
features in layer 5/6 of the first level. The basal ganglia gate opens when a list chunk in layer 2/3
of the second level is chosen in response to a sequence of item chunks in level 4 of the cognitive
working memory. Once the gate opens, top-down feedback from the cognitive working memory
in layer 5/6 of the second level can trigger a system-wide item-chunk resonance that supports
conscious recognition of the sequence through time. [Reprinted with permission from Grossberg
and Kazerounian (2011).]

6. Item-List Resonances for Recognition of Speech and Language
6.1. ART in the temporal domain: Item-and-Order working memories and list chunks. ART
mechanisms also help to clarify how speech and language are rapidly learned, stably
remembered, flexibly performed, and consciously heard. These ART models form part of an
increasingly comprehensive neural theory of speech learning, perception, recognition, and recall
whose various models go by names such as the PHONET, ARTPHONE, ARTWORD (Figure
5a), and conscious ARTWORD, or cARTWORD, (Figure 5b). They clarify how sequences of
acoustic item chunks that are stored temporarily in a working memory are categorized by list
chunks. The term working memory is here used to mean the temporary storage of sequences of
events through time, not just the persistent storage of a single event. The list chunks are sequence
categories that may approximate grandmother cells when the amount of available evidence is
sufficient to fully activate them. What sorts of neural circuits realize working memories and list
chunks?

Grossberg (1978a, 1978b) introduced a neural model of working memory on which the more
recent models listed above built. This Item-and-Order working memory model posits that a
temporal stream of inputs is stored through time as an evolving spatial pattern of activity across a
network of content-addressable item representations. Inputs to this working memory are unitized
item chunks of individual sounds. Each item chunk selectively responds to a spatial pattern of
activation across a network of auditory feature detectors during a brief time interval.

Active item chunks input to the next processing stage, where sequences of them are stored in
real time within a working memory. This temporal-to-spatial transformation converts the input
sequence into a temporally evolving spatial pattern of activity, or activity gradient, across these
Figure 6. Seeing and knowing. A surface-shroud resonance that supports conscious seeing and a feature-category resonance that supports conscious knowing, or recognition, can occur simultaneously and be supported by a synchronous resonance that bridges the What and Where cortical streams.

item-selective cells (Figure 7). The relative activities of different cell populations code the temporal order in which the items will be rehearsed, with the largest activities rehearsed earliest; hence, the name Item-and-Order working memory for this class of models.

A primacy gradient, in which the first item stored has the largest activity, the second the next largest activity, and so on, can be recalled in the correct order. When an Item-and-Order working memory can also store repeated items in a sequence, it is called an Item-Order-Rank working memory (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Kazerounian, 2016; Grossberg andPearson, 2008; Silver et al., 2011). Item-Order-Rank working memories, including the role of primacy gradients in correct list storage and recall, are supported by both psychophysical and neurophysiological data (e.g., Averbeck et al., 2002; Farrell and Lewandowsky, 2004; Grossberg and Pearson, 2008; Page and Norris, 1998; Silver et al., 2011).

Figure 7. A temporal sequence of inputs creates an evolving spatial pattern of activity across item chunks in an Item-and-Order working memory, where the height of each hatched rectangle is proportional to each cell’s current activity. Relative activity level codes for item and order. A rehearsal wave allows item activations to compete before the maximally active item elicits an output signal and self-inhibits via feedback inhibition to prevent its perseverative performance.
The process then repeats itself. Solid arrows denote excitatory connections. Dashed arrows denote inhibitory connections. [Adapted from Grossberg (1978a)].

These stored working memory sequences are unitized through learning into list chunk, or sequence category, representations at the next processing level. List chunks can be selectively activated by different item sequences during speech perception and word recognition (Boardman, Grossberg, Myers, and Cohen, 1999; Grossberg, Boardman, and Cohen, 1997; Grossberg and Kazerounian, 2011; Grossberg and Myers, 2000; Grossberg and Stone, 1986b; Kazerounian and Grossberg, 2014). They can approximate grandmother cells when they, and they alone, represent the sequence. Cohen and Grossberg (1986, 1987) have shown, however, how list chunks for subsequences and for the entire sequence may be co-activated to different degrees, depending upon the amount of evidence for them in the item chunk sequences that are currently stored in working memory. When all the items that are coded by a list chunk are currently active in working memory, and in the correct order, then a winner-take-all choice of this list chunk can occur, as discussed more completely in Section 6.5. This is thus a grandmother cohort acting across time, as Section 6.5 further discusses.

6.2. Masking Fields: List chunks of variable-length sequences and the Magical Number 7. How are working memory sequences, such as syllables or words, selectively coded by list chunks? This can be achieved using a second Item-and-Order, or Item-Order-Rank, working memory that is called a Masking Field (Figure 8; Cohen and Grossberg, 1986, 1987; Grossberg, 1978a, 1984, 1986; Grossberg and Kazerounian, 2011, 2016; Grossberg and Myers, 2000; Kazerounian and Grossberg, 2014). A Masking Field is a specialized type of Item-and-Order working memory. As with all Item-and-Order working memories, it is defined by a recurrent on-center off-surround network whose cells obey the membrane equations of neurophysiology. In a Masking Field, however, the “items” are list chunks that are selectively activated, via a bottom-up adaptive filter, by prescribed sequences of items that are stored in an Item-and-Order working memory at an earlier processing level (Figures 2 and 8). Masking Field cells represent list chunks because each of them is activated by a particular temporal sequence, or list, of items that is stored within the Item-and-Order working memory at the previous processing level.

Masking Field list chunks can represent lists (e.g., syllables or words) of multiple lengths because its cells interact within and between multiple spatial sizes, or scales. Cells of larger sizes selectively represent item sequences of greater length, and can inhibit smaller Masking Field cells that represent item sequences of lesser length. As items are stored in working memory, an adaptive filter activates the learned Masking Field list chunks that represent the most predictive item groupings at any time, while its recurrent inhibitory interactions suppress less predictive list chunks. Kazerounian and Grossberg (2014) have simulated how variable-length list chunks of a Masking Field can be learned as a list of items is stored in working memory in real time. See also Page and Norris (2009) for a variant of Masking Fields that can learn list chunks, and has been applied to explain the Hebb repetition effect and other properties of word learning.

An item that is stored in working memory is more properly called an item chunk, because, just like any chunk, it is a compressed representation, or category, of a spatial pattern of activity within a prescribed time interval. In the case of an item chunk, the spatial pattern of activity exists across acoustical feature detectors that process sounds through time, and which are compressed by an adaptive filter to activate item chunks. The prescribed time interval is short, commensurate with the duration of the shortest perceivable acoustic inputs, of the order of 10 –
Figure 8. An Item-and-Order working memory for the short-term sequential storage of item sequences can activate a multiple-scale Masking Field list chunking network through a bottom-up adaptive filter. As in Figure 1b, the cognitive working memory uses two layers of cells with activities X and Y. The inputs are denoted by I. When embedded in a larger architecture like cARTWORD, these inputs are derived from item chunks, as in Figure 1b. Adaptive filter weights from the X activities to the Masking Field learn to selectively activate list chunks within the Masking Field. For simplicity, the Masking Field shows a single list chunk that receives one input (for the list “A”), two inputs (for the list “AC”), or three inputs (for the list “ABC”) from the cognitive working memory. The larger cell sizes and interaction strengths of the list chunks that categorize longer lists enable the Masking Field to choose the list chunk that currently receives the largest total input, and thus best predicts the sequence that is currently stored in the cognitive working memory. [Reprinted with permission from Kazerounian and Grossberg (2014).]

100 msec. Thus the models in Figures 2 and 7 first compress spatial patterns of feature detectors into item chunks, and then compress sequences of the item chunks that are stored in working memory into list chunks.

5.3. Temporal chunking problem: Learning words of variable length. Masking Fields were introduced to solve the temporal chunking problem (Cohen and Grossberg 1986, 1987; Grossberg 1978a, 1986). This problem concerns how an internal representation of an unfamiliar list of familiar speech units—for example, a novel word composed of familiar phonemes or syllables—can be learned under the type of unsupervised learning conditions that are the norm during daily experiences with language. Before a novel word, or list, can fully activate the adaptive filter, all of its individual items must first be presented. By the time the entire list is fully presented, all of its familiar sublists will have also been presented. A Masking Field prevents the familiarity of smaller sublists (e.g., MY, ELF, and SELF), which have already
learned to activate their own list chunks, from forcing the novel longer list (e.g., MYSELF) to always be processed as a sequence of these smaller familiar chunks, rather than eventually as a newly learned unitized whole.

6.4. **Self-similar competition solves the temporal chunking problem.** A Masking Field accomplishes this using cells with multiple cell and receptive field sizes, or scales (Figure 8), that are related to each other by a property of self-similarity; that is, each scale's properties, including its cell body sizes and their excitatory and inhibitory connection lengths and interaction strengths, are a multiple of the corresponding properties in another scale. Such a self-similarity property can develop as a result of simple activity-dependent growth laws (Cohen and Grossberg 1986, 1987); see Grossberg and Kazerounian (2016) for a review.

Due to self-similar growth, larger list chunks selectively represent longer lists because they need more inputs, and thus more evidence, to fire. List chunks can hereby fire selectively; they fire vigorously only when they receive enough evidence that the item sequence which they represent is currently stored in working memory. Once they fire, their stronger inhibitory interaction strengths than those of smaller list chunks can inhibit the smaller list chunks more than conversely (“asymmetric competition”). The properties of list chunk selectivity and asymmetric competition, acting together, realize the intuition that, other things being equal, the longest lists are better predictors of subsequent events than are shorter sublists, because a longer list embodies a more unique temporal context. The stronger inhibition from list chunks of longer, but unfamiliar, lists (e.g., MYSELF) enables them to inhibit the chunks that represent shorter, but familiar, sublists (e.g., MY), more than conversely, thereby enabling a solution of the temporal chunking problem.

These Masking Field properties naturally explain cognitive data such as the word length effect during word superiority studies (Samuel, van Santen, and Johnston, 1982, 1983), the Magical Number Seven Plus or Minus Two of Miller (1956), who first asserted that “the memory span is a fixed number of chunks” (but see Baddeley, Thomson, and Buchanan (1975) and Grossberg and Pearson (2008)), and the Magical Number Four Plus or Minus One of Cowan (2001), who carefully distinguished between bottom-up and top-down signals as determinants of working memory storage. Grossberg and Kazerounian (2016) review these explanations, as well other speech and language data that ART concepts can explain.

6.5. **The degree of list chunk compression covaries with the amount of evidence.** The multiple-scale self-similar competition across a Masking Field is sensitive to working memory evidence that can partially activate its list chunks. The list chunks that represent sub-sequences and super-sequences of currently active working memory sequences can thus also be partially activated. Masking Field computer simulations (Cohen and Grossberg, 1986, 1987) demonstrated these properties. To summarize these simulations, call a list chunk that codes a sequence of n items in working memory an n-chunk. Then, in a Masking Field whose longest list chunks categorize sequences of length 3 in working memory, activating one item in this sequence can maximally activate all the 1-chunks that code for this item, can somewhat less activate 2-chunks that include the item, and even less activate 3-chunks that also include that item. One can think of these 2-chunks and 3-chunks as being primed by a larger sequence that may or may not be stored in working memory during the next moments.

When a second item in the sequence is stored in working memory, the 2-chunk that categorizes this sequence—including its order information—is maximally activated, whereas 1-chunks that receive inputs from the stored items and 3-chunks that include one or two of the items have commensurately less activation.
Finally, when all three items are stored in working memory, the 3-chunk that codes for all the items in the correct order wins the competition, and all other chunks are inhibited because this 3-chunk fully predicts the temporal context that the Masking Field can discriminate. The balance between input, recurrent excitation, and recurrent inhibition can also be altered by parameter changes to ensure that only the chunk whose sequence is active in working memory at any time can win the competition, and thereby suppress all less predictive chunks. These Masking Field simulations show how the degree of compression in a grandmother cohort network can covary with the amount of evidence for the sequences that are being categorized.

The SONNET 1 variant of the Masking Field model (Nigrin, 1990) has, for example, been used by Page (1994) to provide examples of how partial activation of list chunks can encode musical expectations that predict upcoming items in musical sequences.

6.6. A shared design for linguistic, motor, and spatial working memories: LTM invariance. How general can we expect these list chunk properties to be? This question reduces to a related question: What properties recommend Item-and-Order working memories more than other possible alternatives, over and beyond their broad explanatory and predictive range? Grossberg (2013b), Grossberg and Pearson (2008), and Grossberg and Kazerounian (2016) review the hypothesis, first proposed in Grossberg (1978a), that Item-and-Order working memories satisfy two postulates which ensure that speech and language can be learned in a stable way through time. These postulates are called the LTM Invariance Principle and the Normalization Rule. They guarantee, for example, that the first time a novel word, such as MYSELF, is stored in working memory, it does not destabilize previously learned list chunks that code for its familiar subwords MY, ELF, and SELF. Both postulates are automatically satisfied by a ubiquitously occurring neural design; namely, a recurrent on-center off-surround network (Figure 6) whose cells obey the membrane equations of neurophysiology, also called shunting dynamics.

When item sequences that are stored in such a recurrent network are read-out by a volitionally-controlled rehearsal wave, the most active item representation is performed first. As each item is read out, it self-inhibits its working memory representation, thereby causing inhibition-of-return. Then the next most active item is read out, self-inhibits, and so on. Because the working memory is defined by a recurrent shunting network, it tends to contrast-normalize its stored activities and to conserve its total activity through time, even after its largest activities are read out. The tendency to conserve total activity automatically achieves the Normalization Rule. Taken together, the properties of competitive normalization, rehearsal waves, and self-inhibitory feedback have explained many psychological and neurobiological data about working memory. Another name for the mechanism of choosing and inhibiting each item as it is rehearsed is competitive queuing (Houghton, 1990).

The Grossberg (1978a) prediction that all working memories satisfy the LTM Invariance Principle and Normalization Rule imply that all linguistic, spatial, and working memories should be realized by variants of recurrent shunting on-center off-surround networks with rehearsal wave and self-inhibitory modulation. It also implies that there should be a strong interaction between working memory and list chunking networks, since the working memories are designed to enable the list chunking networks to learn in a stable way. Thus, one would expect grandmother cohort properties of networks like Masking Fields to be found across all modalities that support working memory and list chunking. Grossberg and Kazerounian (2016) review psychological and neurobiological experimental evidence that support these predictions.
7. ART Categories during Object and List Learning and Performance

The above discussions illustrate how ART category learning mechanisms can enable the learning of specific and invariant object categories, and the learning of list chunks that represent sequences of items that are temporarily stored in working memory. In both domains, localist mechanisms of category learning are sufficient to explain large psychological and neurobiological databases. The categories that are learned by these mechanisms tend to be compact, involving small numbers of cells or cell populations, even perhaps grandmother cells as a limiting case. Balanced against this property, however, is the fact that networks of such categories are often needed to represent multiple aspects of an object or of a stored sequence of events. Such networks are called grandmother cohorts to emphasize the balance between compression and distribution that is needed to learn predictive representations of the world in space and time.
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